Setting Expectations:
How to Support Skill Development
while Promoting Independence

Task Completion – Challenges our Children May Face
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tired from school or other activities
May not understand directions or expectations
Difficulty processing content
Difficulty producing work product
Motivation – may take a lot of effort
Difficulty getting started & planning
Lose focus while working
Dyslexia-specific challenges: decoding/encoding, sequencing,
processing what’s being asked and in what order

Task Completion – Challenges Parents May Face
• You want your child to be independent, but things aren’t getting
done
• You want home to be a respite from the difficult school day and
don’t want to cause additional stress
• May not be clear what the assignment/task is
• May see your child struggling to understand task or lose focus
while working on something
• Not sure what your child can and cannot do independently

And as a Result…
• Our children may engage in task refusal or escape-maintained behaviors
including…
• Crying, yelling, protesting, ignoring, hiding, ripping up homework, claiming they can’t
remember their login ID, repeatedly asking for help, not engaging in the task until we
help them, making negative self-worth statements, etc.

• The Dilemma –
• We are afraid to over-help; this may lead to learned-helplessness, prompt-dependence
and lack of independence
• We are afraid to under-help; this may lead to refusal, frustration, and low self-esteem

How much help should I give my child?
…The Goal:

Where do I start?

1. Determine skills to target
2. Identify barriers and motivational factors
3. Teach the skill(s) through prompting, shaping, and
reinforcement

1. Determine skills to target
• Which skills are most important for my child to learn in order to be
independent and be successful in school? At home? In the community?
• Which skills can my child perform? Not yet able to perform?
• Which skills require help to perform? Which tasks often result in
refusal, withdrawal, or incorrect completion?

What are the high-priority skills for your child and family?
• Examples may include:
• Homework completion
• Minimizing refusal or protest behaviors
• Completing work independently/asking for help when needed
• Expanding exposure to activities, foods, places
• Increasing independence around the house
• If you’re not sure about your child’s skill set, take a look at Present
Levels in IEP, outside testing reports, etc.

2. Determine barriers and motivational factors:
Barriers
Barriers which may impact your child’s response to tasks presented:
• Difficulty of task, length of task, time of day, a history of adult
assistance, etc.
• Dyslexia-specific barriers may include difficulty and length of
reading/writing tasks, difficulty sequencing and following
steps/sequences, the need for repetition and rehearsal

2. Determine barriers and motivational factors:
Motivational Factors
• Motivational factors which will impact your child’s response to tasks presented:
• Reinforcement
Reinforcement is something that happens immediately after a response which increases the likelihood of
that response occurring again in the future.
• Reinforcers (the things, people, activities, etc., which reinforce responses) are unique to each
person. Reinforcers may include:
• praise, high-fives, help provided, etc.
• access to preferred items or activities, etc.
• being left alone, not having to do additional work, etc.
• In order for a learned behavior/response to increase, reinforcement must be happening!

How Reinforcement Affects Task Completion
People engage in the response that most efficiently gets them what they need/want.
• what is my child getting out of having completed….(task)?
• Praise, satisfaction from having completed something, gets to leave and go engage in
a more preferred activity, etc.

• Is the task too hard or is he/she getting too little upon completing it to
make it worth-while in the here-and-now?
• Is there an incentive to complete things more independently?

Homework refusal response

Child presented
with difficult, 10page reading
assignment

Child refuses to
engage in task

Parent sits with
child and helps
complete task

Why?
• May be too long of a task – may not understand or have mastered they task
• May be easier to complete with parent’s help
• May not be an incentive to complete it independently

Homework refusal response
Child presented
with 3-page
reading
assignment with
mixed
mastered/new
items

Child engages in
task

Child receives 2
min of game
time (given
later) for every
mastered
problem he
completes on his
own/parent is
there to support
new content

Why?
• Shortened task; new stuff intermixed with easier/mastered content
• Additional reinforcement added for independent completion

3. Teach the skill through prompting, shaping, and reinforcement:
Prompting
• Before-task prompts: shortening length of task, limiting answer choice field,
highlighting important words, making a visual list of steps, etc.

• Within-task prompts: pointing to correct answer, giving a verbal choice or clue,
repeating information, modeling correct response, etc.

• In general, if your child cannot yet perform the skill on his/her own, start
with heavier prompting (like modeling, talking/walking through, etc.) and
fade out once he’s better-performing the skill. If he/she can perform the
steps of the skill, use less-direct prompting (pointing to a page to reference,
pointing to next task step, giving a clue or reminder of a strategy to use,
etc.).

Examples of Before-task Prompts

Types of Within-task Prompts

3. Teach the skill through prompting, shaping, and reinforcement:
Shaping
Shaping just means increasing the level of the skill over time:

• Start with what your child is currently able to do. Reinforce
any attempts to complete a task at that level.
• Once the skill improves, increase your expectation and start
to fade out any prompting your providing – gradually.
• Over time, provide reinforcement for difficult/independent
task completion only (for things you know your child has
mastered).

3. Teach the skill through prompting, shaping, and reinforcement:
Reinforcement
• what will increase the likelihood that the desired response will happen
again in the future?
• Remember, reinforcers are person-specific and can change, even
throughout the day.
• For things that are difficult for your child, start heavy and fade out
over time. At first, this may mean providing reinforcement for just
trying something.

Dyslexia-specific strategies
• Try providing visual lists, checklists, steps, etc., in conjunction with verbal information.
This may allow you to ‘cue’ your child back to the information/list rather than having to
repeat information.
• Allow some extra response-time before jumping in to prompt.
• If you need to prompt your child through a task, try and go back and/or present a
similar task shortly after to allow for skill practice.
• When providing verbal prompting, try and use clues or direct your child where to find
the information/which strategy to use, etc., rather than just stating the answer.
• Remember that reading and writing-based activities are taxing for your child.

General Strategies for Promoting
Independent Task Completion
• Use lists, directions, samples, visuals, notebooks/binders with steps-words-equations, etc. for your
child to reference when ‘stuck’.
• Try and keep things structured/routine (such as expectations for completion, set times for working
on homework, etc.).
• If your child gets distracted during tasks, try timers, removing music/TV/computer apps which may
increase distraction. If possible, try and have multiple segments of time to work on homework, etc.,
rather than one large chunk of time.
• Practice being in the background & helping when asked (for mastered tasks).
• If you’re going to lessen or remove a task, try & do that before any refusal.
• Increase incentives for doing things on own. Our instinct is to jump in & help/finish something if it’s
taking too long, not up to standard, etc.
• Provide choice when possible.
• Encourage home-school organization systems which are facilitated. Binders, calendars, Google docs.
Make a fail-safe homework turn in system.

In Conclusion…
To help your child through tasks while promoting independence:
✓ Determine skills to target
✓ Identify barriers and motivational factors
✓ Teach the skill(s) through prompting, shaping, and reinforcement

If you have any questions or concerns about your child’s school program and ways to promote skill development and
Independence at school, set up a free consultation with Educational Advocacy and Consulting at 773-230-8320 or
admin@educationaladvocacyandconsulting.com
If you have questions about in-home behavioral skill support and therapy options, contact Deb at
deb@educationaladvocacyandconsulting.com

